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Abstract:
Requirement acquisition is considered as one of the most important activities in software development. Most faults
found during testing and operation result from poor understanding or misinterpretation of requirements. We propose
an approach where end users take an active role in analysis by specifying requirements using Object Based Formal
Specification (OBFS). We use OBFS to guide end users in describing their problem. This approach is a first
important step for solving the difficulties and ill-defined tasks in the object model creation process. In this paper we
present OBFS and its roles to be methodological support for specifying requirements in object model creation
process, including identification process and object refinement with inheritance process.
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attribute identification, behavior identification),
and object refinement with inheritance process.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Requirement acquisition is considered as one
of the most important activities in software
development. Most faults found during testing
and operation result from poor understanding or
misinterpretation of requirements. In spite of
progress in analysis techniques, Computer Aided
Software Engineering (CASE) tools support,
prototyping, early verification and validation.
Software development still suffers from poor
requirements acquisition.
In the traditional approach to software
analysis, system analyst interviews end users to
capture requirements. We propose an approach
where end users take an active role in analysis
by specifying requirements using Object Based
Formal Specification (OBFS). We use OBFS to
guide end users to describe their problem. This
approach will be a first important step for
solving the difficulties and ill-defined tasks in
the object model creation process, including
identification of objects, relationships, attributes,
behaviors and organization of objects with
inheritance. This approach also takes advantage
of end users’ domain knowledge.
In this paper we present OBFS and its roles
to be a methodological support for specifying
requirements in object model creation process,
including
identification
process
(object
identification,
association
identification,
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2.

OBJECT BASED FORMAL
SPECIFICATION and ITS MODEL
Figure 1 shows our strategy to formulate
requirement specification for solving the object
model creation process. We propose an approach
where end users take an active role in analysis
by specifying requirements using OBFS. We use
OBFS to guide end users in describing their
problem. OBFS is composed of Description
Statements (DS), Collaborative Statements (CS),
Attributive
Statements
(AS),
Behavioral
Statements (BS), and Inheritance Statements
(IS).
OBFS = DS ⊕ CS ⊕ AS ⊕ BS ⊕ IS

Each OBFS statement consists of Subject (S),
Verb (V), and Object (O) as well as the English
(E) natural language.
DS = {reqID, reqName, Language, Description}
CS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) cs , ( S 2 , V2 , O2 ) cs , ( S3 , V3 , O3 ) cs ,...}

and

AS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) as , ( S 2 , V2 , O2 ) as , ( S3 , V3 , O3 ) as ,...}

BS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 )bs , ( S 2 , V2 , O2 )bs , ( S3 , V3 , O3 )bs ,...}

IS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) is , ( S 2 ,V2 , O2 ) is , ( S3 , V3 , O3 ) is ,...}

∀OBFS ∈ E
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Figure 1: Object Based Formal Specification (OBFS)
Figure 2: Description Statements Shell
Definition
2.1
(Object-Based
Formal
Specification (OBFS)): Object-Based Formal
Specification (OBFS) is a semi-formal
requirements template used to reveal ambiguity,
incompleteness, and inconsistency in an
object-oriented software system, and to guide
end users take an active role while describing
their problem statements. OBFS is composed
of description statements (DS), collaborative
statements (CS), attributive statements (AS),
behavioral statements (BS), and inheritance
statements (IS).

Definition 2.2 (Description Statements (DS)):
A description statement is an OBFS statement
used to write an overview of the system that
we want to build, which consists of
Requirement
ID,
Requirement
Name,
Language, and Description.

2.2. Collaborative Statements (CS)
Collaborative statements (CS) are used to
identify objects, and association between objects.
The first step in object model creation process is
to identify relevant objects and its associations
with the application domain. Objects include
physical entities and all objects must make sense
in the application domain. All objects are
explicit in the CS, and objects are corresponding
to nouns that are identified from collaborative
statements.
Any dependency between two or more
objects in the CS is an object association. A
reference from one object to another is also an
association. Associations show dependencies
between objects at the same level of abstraction
as the objects themselves. Associations can be
implemented in various ways, but such
implementation decisions should be kept out of
the analysis model to preserve design freedom.
Associations often correspond to verbs or verb
phrases.
CS consists of Subject (S), Verb (V), and
Object (O) as well as the English (E) natural
language.

2.1. Description Statements (DS)
Description Statements (DS) are used to
guide writing an overview of the system that we
want to build. DS contain four kinds of
elements: Requirement ID, Requirement Name,
Language, and Description (Figure 2). The
description statements should state what is to be
done and not how it is to be done. It should be a
statement of needs, not a proposal for a solution.
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2.4. Behavioral Statements (BS)
Behavioral statements (BS) are used to
identify object behaviors. Behavior is how an
object acts and reacts, in terms of its state
changes and message passing [Booch, 1991]. BS
contain behaviors of each object identified at the
previous step.
BS consists of Subject (S), Verb (V), and
Object (O) as well as the English (E) natural
language.

CS = {(S1 ,V1 , O1 ) cs , ( S 2 ,V2 , O2 ) cs , (S 3 ,V3 , O3 ) cs ,...} and
∀CS ∈ E

Scs and Ocs will be identified as a tentative
object (OBJt), and Vcs will be identified as a
tentative association (ASSt) in terms of
object-oriented paradigm.
∀CS ∈ E [S cs ⇒ OBJ t ] and ∀CS ∈ E [Ocs ⇒ OBJ t ]

BS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) bs , ( S 2 , V2 , O2 ) bs , ( S 3 ,V3 , O3 ) bs ,...}

∀CS ∈ E [Vcs ⇒ ASS t ]

and

Definition 2.3 (Collaborative Statements
(CS)): A collaborative statement is an
OBFS statement, which has a tuple {Scs,Vcs,
Ocs }. An Object (OBJ) is derived from Scs
and Ocs, and association between object
(ATT) is derived from Vcs.

Oas will be identified as a tentative behavior
(BEHt) in the term of object-oriented paradigm.
And Sbs is identified and refined objects (OBJ)
from tentative object (OBJt), as the final result of
object identification’s process.

2.3. Attributive Statements (AS)
Attributive statements (AS) are used to
identify object attributes. Attributes are
properties of individual objects. Attributes
usually correspond to nouns followed by
possessive phrases, and sometimes are
characterized by adjectives or adverbs. AS must
contain properties of each object identified at the
previous step.
AS consists of Subject (S), Verb (V), and
Object (O) as well as the English (E) natural
language.

∀BS ∈ E [Obs ⇒ BEH t ]
∀BS ∈ E [ Sbs = OBJ ]

Definition 2.5 (Behavioral Statements
(BS)): An behavioral statement is an
OBFS statement, which has a tuple
{Sbs,Vbs, Obs }. Sbs is an identified object
(OBJ), and Vbs is a constant word, which
shows that Obs is a behavior of Sbs. The
object’s behavior (BEH) is derived from
Obs.

AS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) as , ( S 2 , V2 , O2 ) as , ( S 3 , V3 , O3 ) as ,...} and

2.5. Inheritance Statements (IS)
Inheritance statements (IS) are used to
organize classes by using inheritance, to share
common object attributes and behaviors.
Inheritance provides a natural classification for
kinds of objects and allows for the commonality
of objects to be explicitly taken advantage of in
modeling and constructing object systems.
Inheritance is a relationship between classes
where one class is the parent class of another. IS
provides sentences that have is-a-kind-of
relationship.
Inheritance can be added in two directions,
bottom up (generalization) and top down
(specialization).
• Bottom
Up
(Generalization):
By
generalizing common aspects of existing
classes into a superclass. We can discover
inheritance from the bottom up by searching

∀AS ∈ E

Oas will be identified as a tentative attribute
(ATTt) in the term of object-oriented paradigm.
And Sas is identified and refined objects (OBJ)
from tentative object (OBJt), as the final result of
object identification’s process.
∀AS ∈ E [Oas ⇒ ATTt ]
∀AS ∈ E [ S as = OBJ ]

Definition 2.4 (Attributive Statements
(AS)): An attributive statement is an OBFS
statement, which has a tuple {Sas,Vas, Oas }.
Sas is an identified object (OBJ), and Vas is
a constant word, which shows that Oas is
an attribute of Sas. The object’s attribute
(ATT) is derived from Oas.
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Each agent is an intelligent in its own field and
may interact with its human counterpart or
behave autonomously. This system is named
OOExpert [Romi et al, June 1999] [Romi et al.,
July 2000].

for classes with similar attributes,
associations, or behaviors.
Top Down (Specialization): By refining
existing classes into specialized subclass.
Definition 2.6 (Generalization and
Specialization):
Generalization
and
Specialization are relationships between
concepts. Any type of A, each of whose
objects is also an instance of a given type
B, is called a specialization (or subtype) of
B and is written as A ⊂ B . B is also
called the generalization (or supertype) of
A.

•

Requirements acquisition agent manages the
task concerning the requirements acquisition
from OBFS.
Object identification agent manages the task
concerning the object identification.
Attribute identification agent manages the
task concerning the identification of object
attributes.
Association identification agent manages the
task concerning the identification of
associations between the identified objects.
Behavior identification agent manages the
task concerning the identification of object
behaviors.
Object refinement agent manages the task
concerning to refine objects and organize
classes by using inheritance to share
common structure

•
•
•

However, mainly we use bottom-up
(generalization) concepts as a basic approach to
build IS. IS consists of Subject (S), Verb (V), and
Object (O) as well as the English (E) natural
language.
IS = {( S1 , V1 , O1 ) is , ( S 2 ,V2 , O2 ) is , ( S 3 ,V3 , O3 ) is ,...}

•
•

and

∀IS ∈ E

Ois will be identified as a tentative superclass
(SCLt) in the term of object-oriented paradigm.
And Sis is identified and refined objects (OBJ)
from tentative object (OBJt), as the final result of
object identification’s process.

Requirement
Specification
- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send OI request

∀IS ∈ E [Ois ⇒ SCLt ]

Requirement Acquisition
Agent

∀IS ∈ E [ S is = OBJ ]

Definition 2.7 (Inheritance Statements
(IS)): An Inheritance statement is an
OBFS statement, which has a tuple
{Sis,Vis, Ois }. Sis is an identified object
(OBJ), and Vis is a constant word, which
shows that Ois is a superclass of Sis. The
subclass (CLS) is derived from Sis, and
the superclass (SCL) is derived from Ois.

Class Model

Association Identification
Agent

Attribute Identification
Agent

- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send OR request

Object Refinement
Agent

Behavior Identification
Agent

Figure 3: OOExpert Agents

4.

CONCLUSION
We propose an approach where end users
take an active role in analysis by specifying
requirements using Object Based Formal
Specification (OBFS). In this paper we present
OBFS and its roles to be a methodological
support for specifying requirements in object
model creation process, including identification
process and object refinement with inheritance
process. The models and implementation for
using OBFS are also presented.

3.

IMPLEMENTATION
In this research, object model creation
process is viewed as a society of software agents
that interact and negotiate with each other. We
have devised six types of agents: requirement
acquisition agent, object identification agent,
attribute identification agent, association
identification agent, behavior identification
agent, and object refinement agent (Figure 3).
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- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send OR request

- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send AI request

- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send AtI request

- Socket and KQML
Based connection
- Send BI request

Object Identification
Agent
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